
 

 

Lower Heidelberg Township Planning Commission 
Meeting Minutes 
Virtual Meeting 

September 14, 2020  
 

The September Meeting of the Lower Heidelberg Planning Commission held their meeting remotely 
through the Zoom Platform on the above date.  The September meeting was duly advertised to be held 
electronically through the Zoom application via telephone and the internet.  Present were Chairman Neal 
Nevitt, and Members Heath Kearney and Linda Williams.  Also attending were Manager Pamela Stevens, 
Supervisor Vice-Chair Debbi Scull, Supervisor Member Cheryl Johnson, Solicitor John Mahoney, Zoning 
Officer Andrew Kraft and Township Engineer Ryan Rhode were also in attendance.  Guests present at the 
Meeting were Karen Krater of Hoffert Surveying for the Subdivision Plan.   
 
Neal Nevitt, the Planning Commission Chairman called the meeting to order at 7:03 PM.  
 
Mr. Nevitt asked if all had received and reviewed the minutes of the July 13, 2020 meeting.  Bill Moser 
and Dean Hartman were absent.  All members attending the meeting had reviewed the minutes and there 
being no corrections or additions the minutes were considered for approval.  On Motion by Mr. Nevitt, 
seconded by Mr. Kearney approve as presented the July 13, 2020 minutes.   Roll call Mr. Nevitt – Yes, Mr. 
Kearney – Yes and Mrs. Williams – Yes.  Motion passed unanimously.    
 
Development Plans:  Eberly Subdivision Plan 
 
Mr. Nevitt stated there was the only one plan for the Planning Commission tonight discussed that the Plan 
needed to have the Waiver of Section 308 as the Plan review time was less than 21 days.  On Motion by 
Mr. Nevitt and seconded by Mr. Kearney to approve the plan review time of less than 21 days as was 
requested by the applicant. Roll call Mr. Nevitt – Yes, Mr. Kearney – Yes and Mrs. Williams – Yes.  Motion 
passed unanimously.    
 
Mrs. Karen Krater from Hoffert Surveying was present to discuss the Eberly Preliminary Subdivision Plan. 
Mr. Rhode asked for Mrs. Krater to give the background on the purpose of the plan.  Mr. Mahoney also 
asked if there was no development proposed for Lot 2 at this time, and Mrs. Krater concurred that there 
is no current development proposed on Lot 2, but in the future there will be a new residence.  Mrs. Krater 
summarized that the family wanted to do this subdivision years ago, but time passed and it did not 
happen, so now Heather Eberly is leading the plan process to meet the family’s promise. Mr. Rhode 
summarized the zoning comments and this was to ensure there is a buildable area for the home and 
ultimately meeting zoning compliance.  Mrs. Krater stated that this was not a problem to revise the plans 
to show the requested information per the Kraft Engineering review letter.  Mr. Mahoney summarized 
that comments 2 and 3 in zoning section will be addressed, and Mrs. Krater concurred.  
 
Mr. Rhode said moving onto comment 2 under SALDO, the existing lane needs to be modified on the plans 
to ensure compliance with both zoning and SALDO.  Mrs. Krater did comment that she will look at the 
sight distance for the Lot 2 existing driveway to make sure that the driveway meets the Township 
Driveway Code requirements.  Mr. Rhode discussed that there should be a few monuments along some 
of the right-of-way and this could possibly be a partial waiver due to the steep slopes.  Mrs. Krater 
requested iron pins instead of monuments as the steep slopes along the right-of-way would make it very 
difficult to set a monument, but iron pins could be set.  Mr. Rhode asked the PC Members about the 
monument and all understood the slope concern and no other comments from the PC Members.   
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Mr. Rhode summarized the sewage planning needs and Mrs. Krater stated that the previous testing could 
not be found, so they will be doing all sewage testing required by PA DEP including the Planning Module.  
She will address the sewage planning and work with the Sewage Enforcement Officer.      
 
The Planning Commission recommends that both Sections for curb Section 652 and sidewalks Section 653 
should be deferred.  Mr. Rhode will forward the deferral notes to Mrs. Krater and she will revise the waiver 
notes and letter.  Mrs. Krater will change the waivers to include the deferral notes.  
 
Mr. Rhode discussed that the Berks County Planning Commission review letter was received, but did not 
have any significant comments.     
 
Ms. Stevens discussed the right-of-way with the Road Foreman and for a rural road with no parking the 
required right-of-way is 44 ft., but the plans reflect 60 ft. She thinks the right-of-way should be somewhere 
between these widths due to the steep slopes.  Mr. Rhode will work with Mr. Clay on the requested right-
of-way.  Mr. Mahoney discussed for dedication of the right-of-way, a legal description with the metes and 
bounds would be required.  Hoffert Surveying already provided the metes and bounds for the 60 ft. 
ultimate right-of-way so they can provide the final legal description for the dedication of the additional 
right-of-way once Mr. Rhode and Mr. Clay make a decision.   
 
Mrs. Krater reviewed the review comments that the submitted Steep Slope Plan does have the other 
natural resources presented, so she will change the plan title.  She wanted clarification to meet SALDO 
comment number 5, so is the conservation easement required for both lots, or can it just be for Lot 2.  Ms. 
Stevens noted that another plan for the Leibman’s had conservation easements. If the future property 
owner wanted the conservation easement changed they would need to come back through planning, so 
Ms. Stevens encouraged Mrs. Krater to prepare the building footprint and driveway that makes sense to 
avoid having the future property owner come back through the planning process. The Planning 
Commission members agreed that Lot 1 does not need a conservation easement and Mrs. Krater will try 
to make sure that she places on the plans, the best location for a future residence on Lot 2 and she will 
add the appropriate notes for both lots.    
 
Mrs. Krater asked about the existing driveway for Lot 1 as it crosses Manwiller property but it has been 
there more than 21 years, and may be a prescriptive easement.  Mr. Rhode asked for clarification about 
the lane on Lot 1 and Mrs. Krater stated that the lane is for the access to some outbuildings on the 
property.  Mr. Rhode requested that since the driveway is on the Manwiller’s property could notes be 
added regarding the driveway on Lot 1.  Mr. Mahoney recommends that they pursue an agreement with 
the adjacent property owner now and establish an easement for the driveway since it clears up any future 
conflicts.     
 
Mr. Nevitt asked about any other comments.  Mr. Rhode agreed that there are issues to be addressed and 
agreed that the Planning Commission is not yet ready to conditionally approve the plan and Mr. Nevitt 
agreed that these waivers will be positively considered.  Mr. Kearney and Mrs. Williams also agreed that 
the waivers are reasonable.  Mr. Rhode will work with Mrs. Krater on the deferral notes for the curbs and 
sidewalks, and he will review locations for monuments and potentially a partial waiver for monuments.  
Mr. Mahoney stated that there are several items in the review letter that are relatively easy to comply in 
the next plan submission.      
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Time Extensions – None to discuss but track Eberly Plan as the 90 days expires on December 13, 2020 
 
Other Business 
Ms. Stevens requested Mr. Kraft summarize the Car Wash Zoning Hearing application for the Planning 
Commission members.  She noted that the site is located in the 422 Overlay District, and more than likely 
they will need to go to the Board of Supervisors for the Conditional Use relief.  Mr. Kraft summarized the 
similar items granted under conditional use for the dental office.  Mr. Nevitt requested that all members 
keep the date for the PC Workshop open.        
 
There being no further business or public comment, the Planning Commission meeting was adjourned at 
7:40 pm On Motion by Neal Nevitt, seconded by Heath Kearney and passed unanimously. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Pamela J. Stevens Recording Secretary for the Planning Commission  


